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 With many features for both the new user and pro DJ alike, VirtualDJ ensures DJing is a pleasure rather than a chore. Features:
Plug and Play Controls Simple User Friendly Technical DJ Central Strobe Flexible Extensive Support Industry Leading One-

Click Start Simplicity The First and Easiest DJing Application: Introducing VirtualDJ – the only software you will ever need! A
simple and easy to use solution, we know how frustrating it can be getting into the world of DJing, so we have created the easiest
way to start using DJing software. Start DJing right now! Controls: Analog (Track) Analog (Speed) Analog (Phaser) BPM BPM

(Looping) Pitch Chord A range of AudioFX Autoplay Autosync Transport Transition Loop Mix Snap Scene Visual Markers
Master Levels Gain Resolution Tracks Media Sound FX VirtualDJ is designed to be simple and easy to use. So you don’t have to

feel like you are struggling to get started. You can get going immediately with the ease of one-click DJing. Nowadays, DJing
software is crammed with features, and this often causes confusion for new DJs. We are trying to eliminate the complexity that

often causes DJing to be a headache, and instead focus on what DJs really need when they start DJing: simplicity. With
VirtualDJ, you can still access all of the features you would expect from a modern DJ software. If you want to, you can learn all
the advanced features later on. But with our aim to make DJing as easy as possible from the get go, we have kept it simple. As

well as being designed to be simple, VirtualDJ is also designed to be intuitive. So you don’t need to spend hours figuring out how
to use VirtualDJ, or even learning advanced features. As soon as you use VirtualDJ, you will be able to get going immediately

with the ease of one-click DJing. VirtualDJ is designed to be suitable 82157476af
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